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Abstract
We present and analyze strategies which can be used for the parallel computation of large numbers of integrals which
may be of dierent levels of diculty. Parallelization on the integral level, which is generally used for large numbers
of integrals, is combined with parallelization on the subregion level, which enables handling local integration diculties
within individual problems. This results in a new, hierarchical algorithm which incorporates load balancing on the integral
level and on the subregion level. We report test results of the software and show that the hierarchical approach leads to
a scalable integration algorithm. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
If a large number of integrals need to be computed and a parallel machine or network-based com-
puting environment is available, the most natural approach is to divide the integrals uniformly among
the processors (parallelization on the integral level), so that each of the p processors 1 hopefully
contributes (1=p)th of the total work. Unfortunately, this expectation is unrealistic unless all the
integrals take about the same time to compute to the desired accuracy. When this uniformity is
not the case and the integrals are distributed uniformly over the processors, some processors would
have nished their share of the integrals and be idle while others are still attempting to complete
the harder problems. Thus parallelization on the integral level does not work in this situation.
At the other extreme, in order to utilize the parallel processing power, each of the integrals can
be calculated in parallel by the p processors, using a strategy which distributes the required integral
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evaluations over the processors. This may be done by letting each processor contribute part of the
rule sum or sums, or by distributing subregions of the original integration region over the processors
(parallelization on the subregion level) [7,4,5,12]. In this paper we will show that a strategy which
combines parallelization on the integral level with that on the subregion level yields a better scalable
parallel integration algorithm. To our knowledge this is the rst algorithm to implement this type
of combined strategy. As one advantage, dierent integration methods could be used on the integral
level, allowing for dierent types of integrals to be computed eciently in parallel.
Variants of subregion level parallelization include: (a) a nonadaptive approach where the original
region is subdivided into a xed number of pieces and each processor evaluates a xed integration
rule, or perhaps two or a sequence of rules over its subregions; (b) an adaptive method which uses
the above nonadaptive variant as an initialization and follows it up with a subdivision process if
needed, by each processor on its piece of the original region; (c) an adaptive strategy which works as
the former, but allows for load sharing among the processors. Adaptive (vs. nonadaptive) strategies
are often needed to reach the required accuracy. They are characterized by the management of a
local priority queue of subregions in each (worker) processor. If local integrand diculties (such as
peaks or singularities) aect the priority queues of some of the processors considerably, the other
processors may become idle sooner than the aected ones, thus decreasing the eciency of the
parallelization. Load sharing mechanisms may then be warranted, where busy processors send some
of their load (subregions) to the idle ones. Generally speaking, parallelization on the subregion level
may involve a considerable amount of communication among the processors, which pays o if the
amount of computation still dominates (for example if the integrand evaluations are costly, or if the
dimension is high resulting in a large number of points in the rules). If communication dominates,
however, then parallelization on the subregion level will not yield good results.
We believe that a viable approach results from combining the parallelizations on the integral
and on the subregion level. We use a two-level hierarchical approach. On the highest level, the
integration is parallelized on the integral level. Each integral is assigned to a group of processors on
the lowest level for a parallelization on the subregion level. Note that the integrand may be a vector
function where all the component functions behave similarly over the domain, so that they require
a similar subdivision of the domain. A global controller passes out problems to each group who
needs them, until all problems are completed. Load sharing (of subregions) may be used within
individual groups but not in between groups. Thus if high communication cost is an issue, the
number of workers within each group can be kept small. The fact that the groups calculate their
integrals asynchronously leads to a form of inter-group load balancing. If each group has a single
worker, the parallelization is on the integral level. If the hierarchical structure has a single group,
the parallelization is on the subregion level. Thus the hierarchical structure is suciently exible to
simulate both forms of parallelization and is a combination of the two in general.
The parallel adaptive strategies which we use in each group are outlined in Section 2 of this
paper. The hierarchical structure is described and analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses exper-
imental results of our MPI [10] implementation of the hierarchical structure on a network of Unix
workstations. We will show that the hierarchical strategy is scalable. It allows for an ecient usage
of a large number of workstations, past the point where parallel subregion adaptive strategies cease
to be eective. Preliminary ideas of this paper were presented at HPC96 and HPCN96. The present
paper builds on those ideas and includes work on the implementation of the algorithm and testing
of the software.
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Note that the adaptive strategies discussed in this paper are derived from deterministic meth-
ods as opposed to Monte-Carlo or number theoretic methods. Consequently, the integrals covered
here are of limited dimension (say, 615). Yet the hierarchical structure can also be utilized with
Monte-Carlo-type methods incorporated in each group.
As an application which gives rise to large families of parameterized integrals, we discuss a
sample nite element problem used to solve the 2D partial dierential equation given in Section
2.5.1. The main purpose of this section is to illustrate how families of dicult integrals may
arise. Without loss of generality, we use a simple solution method based on triangles and lin-
ear basis functions. Diculties in the integrals resulting from this problem are introduced by the
behavior of the functions occurring in the PDE and in the boundary conditions. Absorbing the dif-
culty into a xed weight function in the integrand and applying an integration rule incorporating
this weight function, does not solve the problem in view of the transformations involved to map
each triangle to a standard triangle [13]. If the behavior of the integrand is unknown, one can-
not apply methods that assume specic function types or a particular form of the integral error
expansion.
2. Strategies for parallelization on the subregion level
2.1. Meta algorithm
Let D be a hyper-rectangular or simplical region in RN . Let a and r be absolute and relative
error tolerances, respectively, and let L be the limit on the number of integrand evaluations to
be performed in the course of the computations. Given a specication of the integrand function
F(x); D, a and r, consider the problem of calculating a numerical approximation Q to the integral
I =
Z
D
F(x) dx (1)
and an error estimate Ea, while attempting to satisfy
kI −Qk6kEa k6maxfa; r kI kg (2)
(where the innity norm is used). The components of the vector function F(x) are assumed to be
similarly behaved over D.
Adaptive algorithms typically start with a xed rule approximation of the integral and error over
D. They subsequently subdivide D, compute approximations over the subregions and select an
\important" subregion for subdivision. The selected subregion is further subdivided and the total
integral and error estimates are updated. Important regions are determined using a variety of criteria
based on the local error estimates, such as the absolute error, absolute error per unit area, relative
error, etc.
Let  = maxfa; r kQkg. A local adaptive integration algorithm subdivides a region D un-
til a local acceptance criterion is satised, such as E(R)6 size(R)=size(D) where E(R) repre-
sents the absolute error estimate over RD. The algorithm terminates when all subregions
satisfy the acceptance criterion. A global adaptive integration algorithm generally selects and sub-
divides regions until
P
RD E(R)6. It may incorporate a discard criterion to eliminate regions
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Fig. 1. Adaptive integration algorithm.
with very small error. Global strategies generally outperform local ones in decreasing the overall
error.
A parallel adaptive meta-algorithm is outlined in Fig. 1. The algorithm is executed asynchronously
by a number of processes designated as \workers" which are each supplied with a part of the
integration region initially. A process designated as the controller maintains the globals Q and
Ea, using updates sent to the controller by the worker processes. It is responsible for checking
the termination criteria. Furthermore, it sends updates of  to the workers periodically and an
indication of termination status. It plays the role of mediator in the case of centralized load balancing.
Depending on the implementation, it may also act as a worker and thus participate in the region
partitioning and rule evaluations. The controller operations are performed asynchronously with the
region partitioning by the workers.
Each worker maintains a local priority queue on its set of regions in the form of a heap. Within
get region( ), the worker selects the subregion with highest error estimate and deletes it from its
heap. It then subdivides this subregion and integrates over the parts (within process regions( )).
The resulting subregions (to be considered for further subdivision) are added to the heap within
put regions( ). The local result and error estimate are updated within update locals( ). This subdi-
vision sequence is performed ns times within the subdivision loop. The parameter ns determines
the minimum amount of local work in between global updates and hence eects the computational
granularity.
The incremental changes from the previous local result and error estimate are sent to the controller
(within update globals( )). In our implementation, the updates to the controller may be accumulated
for several executions of the for block, if the controller is busy servicing other workers.
Without load sharing, the iteration is ended within a worker process if a local error criterion is
reached, such as estabs= total local error 6loc =  total local area=global area. Alternatively, if
a worker meets its local error criteria, it sends a request to the controller=mediator for load sharing
in order to obtain more subregions that are still dicult.
Note that the algorithm of Fig. 1 includes the case where a global priority queue is used (across
the processors), if get region( ) and put regions( ) manipulate the global queue. A global priority
queue such as the one proposed in [11] can be used.
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Fig. 2. update globals( ) in adaptive integration algorithm with load sharing.
2.2. Load balancing
In our load balancing approach the controller acts as an intermediator, keeping a list of the
identiers of idle workers and passing these to workers with work to share. Thus, this is basically
a receiver-initiated form of load balancing [16]. The actual negotiation aspect of sharing work is
handled by pairs of workers. In particular, when a worker detects that its local estimate of the integral
is good enough (as described in the previous section), it sends its last update to the controller with
an indicator that this is a nal update, deletes its local heap, re-initializes all relevant variables, and
waits for a message from some other worker either sending work or rejecting the oer of help.
The controller keeps a list of all idle workers and, whenever it receives an update from a nondone
worker, sends that worker a message specifying the identier of the next available idle worker,
removing the latter from the list of idle workers. All workers regularly check for a message from
the controller oering the services of some other worker. Whenever such a message arrives, the
recipient responds with a message sent directly to the worker specied by the controller. If the
recipient of the oer of help is still working and not too close to nishing, it accepts the oer,
sending one of its subregions along with its acknowledgement of acceptance to the idle worker;
otherwise, it rejects the oer of help, cf. the invocation of process oer( ) in Fig. 2. When the idle
worker receives a rejection, it informs the controller that it is still idle.
The update globals( ) routine for a worker in the adaptive integration algorithm with load sharing
becomes as listed in Fig. 2. The payos for this simple load sharing mechanism are evident in
the improved speedups obtained (cf. Fig. 3). The increase in communication cost is small since a
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Fig. 3. Singular test function 1=(x0 + x1 + x2)2.
worker only informs the controller with a regular updating message that it is available for accepting
additional work, the controller only sends one extra message per idle worker oering the help of
that worker to some nondone worker, and each worker oered help sends exactly one message
in response to that oer. Moreover, since the worker who is oered help responds directly to
the currently idle worker, the message bottleneck at the controller is only minimally increased. In
addition, the asynchronous aspect of the basic algorithm is unchanged.
2.3. Singular test example
We gave extensive general test results of our subregion parallel adaptive strategies in [3]. In
this section, we illustrate the eciency of the load balancing method using a test function with a
hyperplane singularity at x0 + x1 + x2 = 0 in the 10D unit cube used as the domain. Fig. 3 plots
the times (in s) obtained with and without load balancing, from our MPI implementation of the
subregion adaptive method running on a LAN of 16 SPARC-5 workstations.
Regarding our implementation of the adaptive strategy of Figs. 1 and 2, the integration rules of
Genz and Malik [8,9] are used and the subdivision of each region is across the coordinate direction
where the integrand shows the greatest variation, as estimated from fourth-order dierences of
integrand values obtained in each coordinate direction [8].
The inuence of our load balancing scheme is clear, since the nonload balancing times reect
that the processor with the singularity still has an abundance of work, as the other processors run
out and become idle. Even though the integration is in 10 dimensions, the time for evaluating this
simple function is very small. Yet, our algorithm achieves good speedups, showing that the total
communication times are very small as well. Note that the controller in this implementation did not
participate in the actual work (whereas in the hierarchical version presented later in this paper, the
controller does directly contribute to the evaluation of the integral).
2.4. Modications for evaluating a family of integrals
Consider the computation of a set of integrals of the form
Ii =
Z
Di
Fi(x) dx
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(over disjoint domains Di), and their corresponding absolute error estimates E a i . This is type of
problem arises, for example, in nite element computations such as the one discussed in Section
2.5.1. One approach to calculate this integral family in parallel, is to consider all the problems at the
same time and provide each of the worker processors with a subset of the family at initialization.
This corresponds to considering each subset Di with its integrand Fi as a subregion in an adap-
tive procedure over
S
iDi. In this section, we investigate the modications needed to our adaptive
strategies of the previous sections. The main dierences with the integration of a function over a
partitioned domain are that we need to calculate an integral over each Di (to within a prescribed
accuracy) as opposed to the sum of the integrals over the partitioned domain, and that each integral
has a dierent integrand Fi(x).
If a local adaptive strategy were used, the global results and error estimates can be assembled at
the end of the integration for each Di. Using a global strategy, however, the controller has the task
of updating the result and estimated error for each Ii during the computations.
For the ease of notation, consider single-component integrand functions Fi(x) for the remainder
of this section. Regarding termination and load sharing, integral Ii is globally done when Ea i6i =
maxfa; rjQijg. No processor then ever works on it anymore. A worker is locally done on integral
Ii if its estabsi = (total local error)i6loci = i (local volume)i=volume(Di). A worker is idle when it
is locally done on all its integrals.
When sharing a part (R) with error estimate E(R) of Di with another worker, the sending worker
sets
loci  loci
estabsi − E(R)
estabsi
;
estabsi  estabsi − E(R):
(3)
The quantity lociE(R)=estabsi is sent along and serves to set loci in the receiving worker. The latter
also accounts for E(R) in its estabsi.
2.5. A nite element application
2.5.1. Derivation of the integrals
In this section, we illustrate the integral computations arising in a nite element problem that
yields a solution to the following class of partial-dierential equations [1]:
@
@x

p(x; y)
@u
@x

+
@
@y

q(x; y)
@u
@y

+ r(x; y)u(x; y) = f(x; y) (4)
with (x; y) 2 D; where D is a planar region with boundary , subject to the boundary conditions
u(x; y) = g(x; y) (x; y) 2 1 (5)
and
p(x; y)
@u
@x
cos 1 + q(x; y)
@u
@y
cos 2 + g1(x; y)u(x; y) = g2(x; y); (x; y) 2 2; (6)
where = 1 [ 2 is the boundary of D, and 1 and 2 are the direction angles of the normal to the
boundary at the point (x; y).
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The problem is reduced to the minimization of a certain functional, involving a number of inte-
grals, over a class of functions determined by the problem at hand. Suppose p; q; r and f are all
continuous in D [ , p and q have continuous rst partials, and g1 and g2 are continuous on 2.
Assume, in addition, that p(x; y)> 0; q(x; y)> 0; r(x; y)60, and g1(x; y)> 0. Then a solution to
Eq. (4) uniquely minimizes the functional
I [w] =
Z Z
D
(
1
2
"
p(x; y)

@w
@x
2
+ q(x; y)

@w
@y
2
− r(x; y)w2
#
+ f(x; y)w
)
dx dy
+
Z
2

−g2(x; y)w + 12g1(x; y)w
2

dS (7)
over all twice continuously dierentiable functions w, satisfying Eq. (5) on 1.
In order to approximate the solution, let us assume that the region D can be divided into a nite
number of regions of a regular shape, say triangles. Let N be the number of triangles and let m the
total number of vertices of the triangles. The nite element method then seeks an approximation of
the form (x; y) =
Pm
i=1 ii(x; y); where the is are linearly independent basis functions and the
is are constants to be determined. In the simplest case, the is are piecewise linear polynomials,
with i(x; y) = 1 at the corresponding vertex, and 0 at all other vertices. Some of the is, say
n+1; n+2; : : : ; m are used to satisfy the boundary condition (5) on 1, while the remaining constants
are used to minimize the functional I [
Pm
i=1 ii]: Minimizing (7) then yields the system of linear
equations Ac = b where A= (ij); c = (1; : : : ; m)t and b= (1; : : : ; n)t are dened by
ij =
Z Z
D

p(x; y)
@i
@x
@j
@x
+ q(x; y)
@i
@y
@j
@y
− r(x; y)ij

dx dy +
Z
2
g1(x; y)ij dS (8)
for each 16i6n and 16j6m, and
i =−
Z Z
D
f(x; y)i dx dy +
Z
2
g2(x; y)i dS −
mX
k=n+1
ikk (9)
for each 16i6n. Hence, the method results in nm + n two-dimensional integrals and nm + n line
integrals. These numbers can be very large, and the two-dimensional integrals will normally dominate
the computation.
For the sake of discussing the double integral computations further, consider a (left-to-right,
top-to-bottom) labeling E1; E2; : : : ; En of the nodes in D [ . Then the piecewise linear function
k(x; y) = 1 at Ek , and 0 at all other nodes. Thus if Ek corresponds to the jth vertex (x
(i)
j ; y
(i)
j ) of
triangle Ti, then k(x; y)=
(i)
j (x; y)=a
(i)
j +b
(i)
j x+c
(i)
j y on triangle Ti, where k(x‘; y‘)=1 if ‘= j; 0
otherwise.
The double integrals contributing to st and s of (8) and (9), respectively, can then be given as
z(i)jk =
Z Z
Ti
b(i)j b
(i)
k p(x; y) + c
(i)
j c
(i)
k q(x; y)− (i)j (x; y)(i)k (x; y)r (x; y) dx dy; (10)
h(i)j =−
Z Z
Ti
(i)j (x; y)f(x; y) dx dy (11)
for i = 1; 2; : : : ; N; j = 1; 2; 3, and k = 1; 2; : : : ; j.
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Fig. 4. Results for z(i)jk ; i = 1; : : : ; Nt ; j = 1; 2; 3; k = 1; : : : ; j.
The z(i)jk and h
(i)
j are used to accumulate the  and  coecients, respectively. For example, if
Es = (x
(i)
k ; y
(i)
k ) and Et = (x
(i)
j ; y
(i)
j ), where s6n; t6n; s 6= t, then st = ts = z(i1)jk + z(i2)jk , where the
triangles Ti1 and Ti2 are adjacent to (Es; Et).
Note the presence of the functions p; q; r and f in the integral expressions (10) and (11). Thus
the integrands inherit the behavior and potential integration diculties of these functions.
2.5.2. Timing results
For our timing experiments, we considered a PDE of the form (4), where the behavior of the
integrals is determined by a peaked behavior of the functions p and q and a derivative singularity
of the function r.
p(x; y) =
1
(x − x1)2 + (y − y1)2 + 10−a ;
q(x; y) =
1
(x − x2)2 + (y − y2)2 + 10−b ;
r(x; y) =−
q
x2 + y2;
(12)
given over an L-shaped domain with vertices (0,0), (0,1.5), (1.25,1.5), (1.25,1), (2,1) and (2,0).
The peaks were of height 104 (i.e., a = b = 4 in (12)) and located at (0.45,1.2) and (1.7,0.52)
(interior to two subtriangles), necessarily resulting in signicant load sharing.
Timing results on nCUBE-2 using Nt = 924 triangles, are given in Fig. 4. We used the load
balancing strategy for the concurrent computation of the integral family as described in Section
2.4. The rules were those of Lyness and Jespersen [14] of degrees 9 and 11, and triangles were
subdivided into four subtriangles as in TRIEX [6].
The observed speedups are reasonable and appear to level o after 15 workers. We also note that,
for other examples where the peaks are located outside of the domain, we obtain almost perfect
speedups. The integrals in those cases are of a similar degree of diculty over the triangles Ti.
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3. Hierarchical structure and analysis
Assume the number of processors is p and the number of integrals to compute is P. In order
to map our parallel subregion adaptive integration algorithm to a set of processors on a slow
network (e.g., networked workstations), we need to take into account that load sharing across all
the processors may result in a considerable communication overhead. One can see from Fig. 4 that
as the number of processors increases, the observed relative speedup decreases further and further
from the optimal speedup. Therefore, we propose a two level hierarchical generalization as depicted
in Fig. 5.
One process acts as a global controller, which manages g group controller processes on dis-
tinct processors. Let us assume that the global controller becomes a group controller as well. The
global controller is further responsible for assigning integrals to groups initially and whenever a
group becomes idle. For example, the global controller may give one integral to each group ini-
tially; whenever a group becomes idle, it is supplied with a new problem by the global controller.
If the problems are all suciently similar and P is a multiple of g, this is equivalent to assign-
ing P=g integrals to each group initially and letting each group compute an integral at any given
time. The group controllers are then responsible for sequencing their assigned problems on their
workers.
Each group controller acts as the controller of an adaptive integration strategy on its group of
integration processes. Assume that the controllers participate in the integration (region partitioning
and rule evaluation), i.e. each group controller is also a worker within its group.
Parallelizations with very dierent characteristics can be obtained by varying g. When g= 1, the
only group controller coincides with the global controller. All processors participate in the integration
for a given integral, i.e. the parallelization is on the subregion level, which may be appropriate when
p is relatively small and the integrals are dicult. When p is large and=or communication costs are
high, this approach may lead to too much communication overhead. When g = p, the integrations
are performed sequentially by the individual processors, i.e. the parallelization is on the integral
level. In situations where integration diculties are involved, this may lead to load imbalances.
For example, one processor may be working on a dicult problem while all the other ones have
nished and are idle. Other values of g; 1<g<p, result in a two-level hierarchical structure. Load
sharing within each group is justied depending on the integration problem and the communication
cost.
A complete theoretical analysis with respect to communication and computation is not the focus
of this paper, as the analysis involves the implementation details of local and global priority queues
and load-balancing schemes. See [2] for a complete analysis. Nevertheless, the following rough
analysis provides an outline of the complexities involved.
Consider the situation where a group computes one integral at a time, and the sub-regions are
maintained in a load balanced, global, priority queue within each group. The speedup can be esti-
mated as follows. Let gj be the number of integrals assigned to group j; 16j6g, and Mi be the
number of integrand evaluations done for integral i in group j; 16i6gj. Since p=g is the number
of processes in a group, it follows from the analysis of the parallel integration algorithm in [2] that
the combined communication and computation time for integral i is O(MiT ip=(p=g)), where T
i
p is
the cycle time (communication and computation) for this parallel integral computation and captures
the complexity of maintaining the data structures that hold the sub-regions.
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Fig. 5. Hierarchical process structure.
Thus for group j the time is O(
Pgj
i=1MiT
i
p=(p=g)), resulting in the total time of maxjO(
Pgj
i=1MiT
i
p=
(p=g)). It is easy to see that the sequential time would be (
PP
i=1 T
i
sMi logMi) if a heap is used to
maintain the pool of subregions, where T is is the sequential analogue of T
i
p.
Let gj = O(P=g). If furthermore the Mi values are within a constant factor of each other, say
Mi = (M 0), and T ip = (T
0
p), then the total computation and communication time can be simpli-
ed to O(P=g(M 0T 0p=(p=g))) = O(PM
0T 0p=p). If, similarly, T
i
s = O(T
0
s ), then the sequential time is
(T 0s PM
0 logM 0), so that the speedup is 2


 
PM 0T 0s logM
0
PM 0T 0p
p
!
=

 
p
T 0s logM
0
T 0p
!
:
As an example, [2] concludes that for a p-processor hypercube, T 0p = O(T
0
s logp logM
0); resulting
in a speedup of 
(p=(logp)).
4. Numerical results
The following benets of our hierarchical structure outlined in Section 3 above, for the compu-
tation of sets of integrals, are immediately apparent:
 As a consequence of the combined parallelization on the integral and on the subregion level, all
integrals get an appropriate amount of attention without making a subset of the processors idle,
through load balancing on the integral level and on the subregion level.
 Scalability is enhanced as the overhead of the communications needed for the parallel adaptive
strategy is restricted to processor groups which can be kept relatively small.
 The hierarchical strategy further enables an ecient use of a network of workstations with dierent
performance characteristics, as faster workstations get a larger portion of the total work, supporting
heterogeneity.
 The parallel processes do not have to be re-spawned for each integral computation as would be
the case, for example, when the integrals are computed one by one.
 Dierent types of integrals can be computed in parallel, i.e., the basic methods and rules used
can be dierent for each group.
2 f = 
(g) denotes that g is a lower bound for f in the sense that g= O(f). Furthermore, f =(g) denotes a strict
bound in the sense that both f = O(g) and f = 
(g).
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Fig. 6. Total times for integral family I1.
We ran timing experiments with an MPI version of our code on our (Ethernet connected) network
of SUN workstations. The adaptive algorithm with receiver-initiated load balancing was used within
each group. For the experiments reported below we used a maximum of 24 workstations, partitioned
into 1; 2; : : : ; 9 groups. Note that the total number of workstations could actually be made much
larger. Yet the current experiments serve our general illustrative purposes. We used SPARC-5 SUN
workstations for runs with up to 23 processors. For larger numbers of processors we added in the
older SUN iPCs on our department network.
We generated two test families based on the following integral:Z
HN
PN
i=1 erf (xi)PN
i=1(xi − )2 + 10−
dx (13)
over the unit hypercube HN for N =6 (6D). The integral exhibits a peak of height 10 at the point
with coordinates  (0<< 1). Test family I1 consisting of problems of about the same order of
diculty is obtained by letting alpha vary at random, thus moving the location of the peak, but
the height of the peak is kept constant (at 100). In family I2, with problems of a dierent degree
of diculty, the location of the peak is kept constant ( = 13), but the height of the peak varies
(between 1 and 100). Within each run, 50 integrals of a family were calculated using varying
numbers of processors and groups. The requested absolute and relative error tolerances were 0 and
10−4, respectively, so that eectively only a relative accuracy was used. The limit on the number
of function evaluations was set to 400,000. We also obtained test results for a 3D integral family,
I3, obtained by varying  (0<< 1) inZ
H3
1
(x1 + x2 + x3)1:5+1:5
dx; (14)
which has a radial singularity of the form 1=r; 1:5<< 3; at the origin. This allows for nearly
divergent integrals in the test family. A relative accuracy of 10−7 was requested for this family.
In our implementation of the hierarchical algorithm, the group controllers participate in the inte-
gration over the subregions and the global controller coincides with one of the group controllers.
The number of integrals sent at a time by the global controller to each group controller was always
one. All worker and controller processes had the code that implemented the integrand functions
linked in at compile time. The specic parameters for each member of each family were sent by
the global controller as needed during run time.
The times in s are given in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 for the families I1; I2 and I3, respectively. These
are total elapsed times for the entire family of problems. Moving across a row, the times are given
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Fig. 7. Total times for integral family I2.
Fig. 8. Total Times for Integral Family I3.
for an increasing total number of processors within a specic number of groups. Moving down a
column, the total number of processors is constant as the number of groups increases. Since the
number of processors per group is not varied continuously, there are empty spaces in the tables.
The timing results along each row in the tables depict the eect of the subregion parallelism. For
families I1 and I2 these indicate good speedups. For family I3 the performance is aected by the
amount of load balancing within each group | leading to increased communications, in view of
the severity of the singularity. Particularly, going from one-to-two processors per group reects the
burden of the load balancing tasks on the controller.
The net eect of the (inter-) load balancing among the groups of the hierarchical structure is
shown along the main diagonal, which has the times for one processor per group. One may also
consider the speedup obtained by adding more groups of the same size, on the basis of each set of
results for a specic group size (e.g., 1 group= 2 proc., 2 groups= 4 proc., : : :).
Each column corresponds to a constant number of processors partitioned into various numbers
of groups. For the rst two families, keeping the number of processors constant while increasing
the number of groups gives generally only slight improvements. The third family is an example
where this is clearly benecial. Compared to the speedups for a given number of groups (along a
row), which level o more quickly than for the rst two families, there is a considerable gain of
using more groups. For example, the time for 20 processors, 5 groups (49s) is also obtained by 9
processors, 9 groups.
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Note that the time for each function evaluation is small for each of these families. The small
granularity makes it harder to obtain good speedups than in the case where function evaluations
are costly and=or a vector function is integrated (see, e.g., the timings for a set of integrals from
Bayesian statistics in [3]). It is also interesting to note that, since all groups in our experiments
operated on the same local area (Ethernet) network, communication within one group slows down
other groups.
The overhead for getting the problems out to the groups appears to be small. Start-up times noted
for MPI including the spawning of the processes at the beginning of the family integration are:
11 s for 1 processor, 13 s for 4 processors, 26 s for 8 processors and 64 s for 16 processors.
Note that this is a one-time event. Compare to the situation where the integrals are run one by
one, where the start-up and spawning would take this amount of time for each of the integrals (50
here). This is, of course, a characteristic of our MPI environment, but it is similar for other parallel
environments. Furthermore, the timings depend somewhat on the general load on the network and
on some hardware issues, such as which hub the workstations belong to.
A type of overhead which we do have to deal with in between successive integrals in a group
is the \cleaning up" of message buers in between problems. When a group controller detects that
the requested accuracy has been achieved or the limiting number of function evaluations has been
reached, it ags termination for the current problem, so that the participating processors can cease
their computations. However, messages that are in transit at that point still need to be received;
so a limited amount of handshaking is needed between the group controller and the workers to
terminate the integral computation in an appropriate manner. This is a result of the asynchronous
nature of our integration algorithm. Messages in transit at the end of the whole family computation
would cause an MPI error if the recipient process terminates before receiving the message. This
overhead depends on the total number of integrals and was not signicant (at most 2% in our
experiments).
5. Concluding remarks
We presented a two-level hierarchical scheme for the evaluation of large families of integrals.
The lowest level incorporates parallelization on the subregion level within each group of processors.
A parallelization on the integral level is realized using the groups. The parallel adaptive subdivision
strategy (with possible load balancing) within each group is performed asynchronously by its group
processors. The scalability of the hierarchical algorithm has been shown using an MPI implemen-
tation on a network of SUN workstations. The new approach allows for an ecient usage of a
large number of workstations, past the point where parallel subregion adaptive strategies cease to
be eective.
The communication overhead of the hierarchical structure includes that of the queuing of the
integrals to the groups, which is only a minimal increase on our LAN over that of the algorithm
executed within the groups. This makes the hierarchical algorithm a candidate for integral calcula-
tions over larger networks, possibly for internet computing. The problems would have to be large,
such as the integrals in several hundred dimensions typically arising in computational nance [15].
Note that the strategy within each group does not necessarily have to be a subregion adaptive
method.
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The network is not restricted to being homogeneous. Our current implementation is layered over
MPI, which is able to run on networks of machines with dierent formats and lengths of the basic
data types, via the specication of the MPI data types which are communicated (even though the
actual data conversions are left to the implementation) [10].
An interesting extension to this work would be to identify classes of integrals for which either a
parallelization on the subregion level or on the integral level can be advised. This would involve
extensive experiments on various parallel systems, using integrals arising in real-world applications.
Another possible extension involves a port to truly heterogeneous systems, such as a network in-
cluding IBM-SPx, DEC stations, MASPAR.
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